
Solution Brief

SIEM (Security Incident and Event Management)
Your Last Line of Protection Against Hackers

How It Works

The Challenge

Threat detection even when other 
cybersecurity prevention tools fail 

Round the clock monitoring and 
analysis of your system by real 
people, not AI, producing the right 
actionable information to catch 
hackers fast. 

Scalable, affordable monthly 
pricing packages that bundle all 
your security products together 

Integration with your cloud-based 
platforms (like Microsoft Office 365) 
as well as your server-based 
network 

Customizable security reports that 
can satisfy HIPAA, FINRA, PCI-DSS 
and CMMC requirements 

Security alerts and remediation that 
are handled off site. No internal IT 
staff needed! 
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Regulatory agencies and cybersecu-
rity insurers are holding your data 
security to a high standard, often 
requiring you install a SIEM system. 
But SIEM products are complex, and 
labor intensive to manage. Even 
worse, many systems on the market 
are poorly tuned, bombarding your 
business with false positive alerts. 
You need an affordable security 
partner that can handle all your 
monitoring off site, and sort through 
the noise to find the threats.  

The Solution
When you choose Integris for your 
SIEM, we offer a customized, 
comprehensive solution that gives you: 

Does your organization have to comply with data handling regulations for HIPAA, 
FINRA, PCI-DSS or CMMC? Do you have a cybersecurity insurance policy requiring 
you to have a detailed security event reporting system? If you’ve answered yes to 
one or both of those questions, your organization should think about SIEM—a 
comprehensive monitoring tool that catches hackers in the act. SIEM is the only tool 
that is designed to catch cybercriminals once they’ve gotten past your initial defens-
es. Continuously monitoring your data logs and threat activity across all endpoints 
including on-prem, work from home and cloud, it catches bad actors moving 
through your system—before they can siphon off your data or corrupt your files. 

Our SIEM solution is monitored by our own security analysts and further enhanced 
with AI to drive deeper insights. With visibility to your entire network on one dash-
board, they can analyze threats, and take quick action to remediate in minutes. And 
they can provide all the disaster and data reporting regulators require.
  

Catch Hackers—Before They Can Damage Your Systems.
Contact Us for a Custom SIEM Solution Today. integrisit.com/contact
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